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A STORY ABOUT STEVE
“Warren, it strikes me that if you
did nothing else you never sell.
That is, if you can grit your teeth
through and just disregard shortterm declines in the market or even
long-term declines in the market,
you will come out well. I mean you
just stick all your money in stocks
and go home and don’t look at your
portfolio you’ll do far better than
if you try to trade it.”
Alan Greenspan

It was in a discussion in 2014 between the
ex-Governor of the Federal Reserve and
Warren Buffett that Alan Greenspan uttered
this profound statement. So let’s see how
this affects our friend Bob.
Steve is South Africa’s worst market timer,
and like so many other investors it takes
Steve a long time to build up enough trust
to invest his hard-earned savings. What
follows is Steve’s tale of terrible timing of
his stock purchases.
Steve lives in South Africa and began
his career in 1970 at age 20. His first job
paid him a salary of R4 000 per year. Steve
was a diligent saver and planner. His plan
was to save 10% of his salary every year.
This means that his contribution increased
at the same rate as his annual salary increase
throughout his career, up to his retirement
at the age of 65 in 2015.

Steve did not trust his financial planner’s
advice by regularly investing in the market,
and rather kept his money in a bank account
where it earned interest. He reasoned that
he’ll put it into the market when it feels like
the right time.
Steve’s problem was that he only had the
courage to put his money to work in the
market after a huge run up. So all of his money
went into a JSE ALSI index fund in March
19741 . The South African Stock Exchange
dropped more than 40% in the next two and a
half years so Steve basically put his money in
at the peak of the market right before a crash.
Yet he did have one saving grace. Once he was
in the market, he never disinvested. With the
help of his financial planner he held on for dear
life because he was too nervous about being
wrong on his sell decisions too.
Remember this decision because it’s a big one.

1Given that there were no index funds in 1974 we used the JSE All Share Index less a 0.40% expense ratio.
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Steve didn’t feel comfortable about investing
again until October 1980 after another huge
bull market. After 6 years of saving he had
another R5 000 to put to work. Again he put it
in a JSE/ALSI index fund and again he invested
at a market peak just before a crash.
This time the market lost more than 38%
in short order right after Steve made his
investments. Timing wasn’t on Steve’s side
so he continued to keep his money invested
as he did before. It was, sadly for Steve, only
in August of 1987 that he had enough courage
to move money from his savings account
(this time a little over R12 000) into his
investment in the JSE. History shows that the
SA stock market Iost more than 40% in less
than 6 months, following Black Monday
(19 October 1987) when the Dow Jones
Industrial Index lost 23% in a day.
After the 1987 crash Steve didn’t feel right
about putting his future savings back into
stocks until the tech and emerging market
bubble really ramped up in 1998. He had
another R62 000 of savings to put to work.
This time his purchase at the end of December
in April 1998 was just before a downturn of
nearly 40% in just 4 months.

This buy decision left Steve with some more
scars but he decided to make one more big
purchase with his savings before he retired.
The final investment was made in October
of 2007 when he invested R120 000 which
he had been saving since 1998. He rounded
out his string of horrific market timing calls
by buying right before what is now known
as the Global Financial Crisis (GFC).
After the financial crisis he decided to
continue to save his money in the bank
(another R160 000) but kept his stock
investments in the market until he retired
at the end of 2015.
To recap, Steve was a terrible market timer with
his only stock market purchases being made at
the market peaks just before extreme losses.
Here are the purchase dates, the crashes that
followed and the amount invested at each date:
Date of Investment		Subsequent Crash		

Amount Invested

March 1974			42%					R1 900
October 1980			39%					R5 100
August 1987			43%					R12 400
April 1998			40%					R62 100
October 2007			40%					R113 000
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Luckily, while Steve couldn’t time his buys, he never sold out of the market even once. He didn’t sell after the bear markets of
1973-74 or the early eighties, Black Monday in 1987 or the technology bust in 2000 or the financial crisis of 2007-09.
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Following the advice of his financial planner
(at least this part of it) he never redeemed
any part of his investment. So how did he do?
Even though he only bought at the very
top of the market, Steve still ended up a
millionaire with R4.2 million. This is a return
that beat South African inflation over this
period by more than 4% per annum. It sounds
almost too good to be true, but here’s the
explanation:

First of all Steve was a committed saver
and planned his savings in advance. He never
wavered on his savings goals and increased
the amount he saved over time.
Second, he allowed his investments to
compound through the decades by never
selling out of the market over his more than
years of investing. He gave himself a really
long runway.

He did have to endure a huge psychological toll
from seeing large losses and sticking with his longterm mindset, but Steve didn’t pay much attention
to his portfolio statements over the years. He just
continued to save and kept his head down.
And finally, he had a very simple and sensibly
priced investment plan — one strategy (growth
assets in the form of South African equities)
that was appropriate given his very long-term
investment horizon.

Footnote:
Obviously, this story was for illustrative purposes and is not a recommendation for a portfolio consisting of 100% in stocks of a single market (like the JSE All Share Index) unless
you have an extremely high risk tolerance. Even then a more balanced portfolio in different global markets with a sound rebalancing policy makes much more sense. If he would
have simply rand cost averaged into the market on an annual basis with his savings he would have ended up with much more money in the end (over R12.6 million, 8.5% ahead
of inflation). But then he wouldn’t be Steve, South Africa’s Worst Market Timer.
Sources:
“What Alan Greenspan Has Learned Since 2008?”, Justin Fox, Harvard Business Review 2014/01/07
“What if you only invested in market peaks?”, Ben Carlson, awealthofcommensense.com, 2014/02/25
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